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Exclusive Contract Services provides top-class cleaning services to a
range of businesses in the retail sector like supermarkets and distribution
centres, as well as leisure providers including cinemas; education and
commercial sectors. In this instance, Exclusive was tasked with cleaning the
Development Centre of a leading supermarket chain.
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In cleaning this environment, Exclusive was required to clean diverse areas
and surfaces, including:
> General surface cleaning, particularly the cleaning of Formica walls
> Cleaning tiles in bathroom areas
> High level cleaning

For use on these varied surfaces, SYR’s Multi Surface Tool was an effective
solution. With a choice of high quality microfibre cleaning pads, the MST
is designed to offer an exceptional cleaning performance, removing dust,
dirt and even bacteria, with the need for minimal water or chemical usage.
With cut-off coloured tabs on every cleaning pad, this tool could also be
designated to colour-coded cleaning areas, reducing the risk of crosscontamination and providing a more hygiene cleaning experience for the
different environments of the Development Centre.

In addition to being usable as a handheld
tool, the MST was also the solution for
high-level cleaning across the business.
Attachable via the SYR Interchange
fitting, the tool can be used with a
choice of SYR handles, including the Studloc Pole, with telescopic action and
extendable up to more than 15ft. Lightweight and ergonomic, this solution
allowed operatives to clean safely even at very high levels, without too much
strain being placed on the arms or shoulders.

“It’s really handy – we have got Formica walls and it is ideal
for them.
“We also use it for cleaning the high tiles in the toilets. We
used to have to get a stepladder and clean from the top to the
bottom, but now the cleaners can do the bottom tiles and I go
in and use the MST at the top. Because it doesn’t leave water
running down the tiles, it is ideal.”
ALF GARDNER - SUPERVISOR, EXCLUSIVE
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